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Situated where the Alps sweep down to the northern tip of the Adriatic Sea, The Republic of Slovenia is blessed with the natural beauty of snow covered mountain peaks, tranquil Mediterranean cost, rivers and lakes, flourishing forests and its wine growing districts. It's a country owning adorable medieval towns and cities, thermal spas and many mysterious caves. Slovenia is a young member of the European Union and the Euro zone. Its capital Ljubljana, lying in the centre of Slovenia, is a small and extremely charming city, rich in culture and history. During your stay at the conference you'll be able to admire a treasure of sights of the historic Ljubljana city, sense the beauty of Bled known also as the pearl of the Alps, enjoy in the conference cultural program and much more.

We hope that we will have the pleasure of welcoming you in Slovenia for the EURAM Conference in May 2008! We can assure you an experience never to forget!
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